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CODE TITLE AND ABSTRACT 

21ANSP_BD01 The Construction of Teaching Resource System of Fine Arts Based on 

Big Data 

In recent years, the number of built in fine arts teaching resource and 

click-through rates increased rapidly, but many resources database 

based on the traditional online learning system, teaching paths of a 

single, one-sided emphasis on "hits", reduced to "material center" and 

other issues, and students before that the huge resource repository is 

difficult to find suitable for their own learning resources and learning 

route, this study by collecting large amounts of log data, based on the 

technology of data mining in the fine arts professional learning in the 

process of learning behavior data, through the study of artificial 

intelligence algorithm analysis to construct characteristic model, to 

recommend learning path, the object, Effectively use the established 

online learning system to improve the learning efficiency of learners. 

21ANSP_BD02 The Real-time Big Data Processing Method Based on LSTM for the 

Intelligent Workshop Production Process 

 

With the wide application of intelligent sensors and the Internet of 

things in the intelligent workshop, a large number of real-time 

production data are collected. Accurate analysis of the collected data 

can help producers to make effective decisions. Compared with the 

traditional data processing methods, artificial intelligence, the main 

method of big data analysis, has been applied in the manufacturing 

industry increasingly. However, it is different for Artificial Intelligence 

models to process real-time data from intelligent workshop production. 

Thus, this paper proposes a real-time big data processing method based 

on long short term memory (LSTM) for the workshop production 

process. This method takes the historical production data extracted by 

the Internet of things workshop as the original data set, pre-processes 

the data, and uses the LSTM model to train and predict the real-time 

data of the workshop. Finally, the experimental results are compared 

with K-NearestNeighbor (KNN), Decision Tree (DT) and traditional 

neural network model. The results show that the prediction accuracy of 
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the LSTM model is 126.9%, 21.1%, and 14.7% higher than that of the 

traditional neural network, KNN, and DT respectively 

 

21ANSP_BD03 Big Data Pipeline with ML-based and Crowd Sourced Dynamically 

Created and Maintained Columnar Data Warehouse for Structured and 

Unstructured Big Data 

 

The existing big data platforms take data through distributed processing 

platforms and store them in a data lake. The architectures such as 

Lambda and Kappa address the real-time and batch processing of data. 

Such systems provide real time analytics on the raw data and delayed 

analytics on the curated data. The data denormalization, creation and 

maintenance of a columnar dimensional data warehouse is usually time 

consuming with no or limited support for unstructured data. The system 

introduced in this paper automatically creates and dynamically 

maintains its data warehouse as a part of its big data pipeline in addition 

to its data lake. It creates its data warehouse on structured, semi-

structured and unstructured data. It uses Machine Learning to identify 

and create dimensions. It also establishes relations among data from 

different data sources and creates the corresponding dimensions. It 

dynamically optimizes the dimensions based on the crowd sourced data 

provided by end users and also based on query analysis. 

 
21ANSP_BD04 Applying Big Data Based Deep Learning System to Intrusion Detection 

 

With vast amounts of data being generated daily and the ever increasing 

interconnectivity of the world’s internet infrastructures, a machine 

learning based Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) has become a vital 

component to protect our economic and national security. Previous 

shallow learning and deep learning strategies adopt the single learning 

model approach for intrusion detection. The single learning model 

approach may experience problems to understand increasingly 

complicated data distribution of intrusion patterns. Particularly, the 

single deep learning model may not be effective to capture unique 

patterns from intrusive attacks having a small number of samples. In 

order to further enhance the performance of machine learning based 

IDS, we propose the Big Data based Hierarchical Deep Learning System 

(BDHDLS). BDHDLS utilizes behavioural features and content 

features to understand both network traffic characteristics and 

information stored in the payload. Each deep learning model in the 

BDHDLS concentrates its efforts to learn the unique data distribution in 
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one cluster. This strategy can increase the detection rate of intrusive 

attacks as compared to the previous single learning model approaches. 

Based on parallel training strategy and big data techniques, the model 

construction time of BDHDLS is reduced substantially when multiple 

machines are deployed. 

 

21ANSP_BD05 Big Data based Adaptive Learning and Scope of Automation in 

Actionable Knowledge 

 

In general, big data can be treated as a tool to extract knowledge from 

the larger datasets with different data values. Big-data research is being 

carried out for a long time to extract the data from larger datasets. 

Generally, some of the devices, sensors generate a humongous amount 

of data continuously. Hence performing any computational operation or 

search operation in that bulk data is remaining as a challenging task. At 

present, the big data researchers are facing challenges such as 

duplication of data, and identifying the data from one data set to others 

and also identifying the multidisciplinary data is also a challenging task. 

When the data is increasing tremendously day by day as a result the 

server size, capacity and device storage size, RAM etc., should also be 

improved for deploying fast and efficient results. In this research work, 

the Big Data Analytics Problem (BDAP) is proposed for offering many 

solutions such as data deduplication, security, reliability access control 

etc., and finally and most important it is used for making analysis and 

decision making. 

 
21ANSP_BD06 The Workload Assessment of National Grid Big Data Projects Based on 

Content Recommendations and Text Classification 

 

The evaluation of workload in big data project is an important 

prerequisite for improving the management of the National Grid big 

data projects. The lack of relevant models and specifications of the 

evaluation is caused by the exploratory, uncertainty and characteristics 

of big data projects. Based on the information of typical projects, this 

paper proposes to combine with Natural Language Processing 

(NLP)and machine learning to solve the problem. Firstly, this method 

obtains the reference value of project workload impact factors through 

content recommendation, neural network and other algorithms. Then the 

workload estimation model is built based on the measurement of each 

impact factor. The results show that the method proposed in this paper 

can effectively identify and predict the attribute class impact factors of 
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the new project, and can also reasonably complete the workload 

estimation of the project, which is greatly significant to realize the 

rational allocation of resources. 

21ANSP_BD07 Research on Data Center Operation and Maintenance Management 

Based on Big Data 

 

In the era of big data, data has become a new factor of production. 

During the operation and maintenance of the data center, rich operation 

data have been accumulated. How to effectively manage, analyze and 

mine the massive data accumulated in the operation and maintenance 

process, solve the problems that cannot be solved by automatic 

operation and maintenance, improve the fine management level of data 

center, and enable data center to better provide services for oilfield 

enterprises and users will become the challenge faced by oilfield data 

center in the era of big data. Taking “design and implementation of 

operation and maintenance log analysis system” as an example, this 

paper introduces the use of big data technology for further analysis and 

mining of operation and maintenance data, which is helpful to discover 

new value points, improve operation and maintenance initiative, and 

provide reference for fine operation and maintenance management of 

data center. 

 
21ANSP_BD08 Research on the Value of Smarter Education in the Era of Big Data 

 

With the rapid development of science and technology, the change of 

"Internet +", cloud computing, cloud storage and other new generation 

of information technology makes the information highly circulating, 

travel and daily life are very convenient, and Big data is the product of 

the current era. Education as a continuation of thousands of years of 

behavior, how to comply with the times? How to exploit the intrinsic 

value of big data? There is also a broader space for thinking and 

development. The essence of intelligent education lies in the analysis of 

the current mainstream education model, the combination of specific 

education behaviors, the analysis of the mutual integration of big data 

and education, the promotion of the integration and development of 

education of big data. 
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21ANSP_BD09 Data Mining and Feature Analysis of College Students' Campus 

Network Behavior 

 

The rise and promotion of big data methods enables teachers to 

understand the behavior patterns of students in a timely and accurate 

manner, especially to find out the groups of students that need to be 

focused on in time, and to help promote the student affairs management 

from empirical qualitative knowledge to scientific quantitative analysis. 

This paper applies the clustering method of data mining to analyze the 

campus network behavior of 3,245 students in a certain grade of B 

university, obtains a total of 23.843 million Internet access data in 4 

years. The result shows 4 groups of students with different 

characteristics of Internet access, finds 350 students with large network 

usage. Achievements and other aspects of performance of these students 

are affected. This study carried out data mining of student campus 

network behavior, which can be used as a practical operation case for 

student affairs management data mining, providing effective data 

support for the accurate and scientific development of student affairs 

management. 

 
21ANSP_BD10 Data Mining Visualization with the Impact of Nature Inspired 

Algorithms in Big Data 

 

Data mining visualization is an important aspect of big data 

visualization and analysis. The impact of the nature-inspired algorithm 

along with the impact of computing traditions for the complete 

visualization of the storage and data communication needs have been 

studied. This paper also explores the possibilities of the hybridization of 

data mining in terms of association of cloud computing. It also explores 

the data analytical view in the exploration of these approaches in terms 

of data storage in big data. Based on these aspects the methodological 

advancement along with the problem statements has been analysed. This 

will help in the exploration of computational capability along with the 

new insights in this domain 
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21ANSP_BD11 New Employee Student Repast Big Data Analysis Research 

Application 

 

With the continuous improvement of information construction, the vast 

majority of colleges and universities in China have begun to build digital 

campus, the construction of all teachers and students and school 

administrators have brought great convenience. With the construction 

of digital campus, colleges and universities will produce massive data 

every day, among which the data generated by students account for a 

large proportion. The data generated by students include scores, 

information on borrowing books, credit card information of dormitory 

access control and consumption data of campus one-card. By analysing 

the behavioural data generated by students, some behavioural 

characteristics of students in school are found, which can provide a more 

scientific basis for the management of students. This paper makes use 

of the data such as the achievement information of students in a 

vocational college and the consumption information of campus one-

card. Firstly, the original data is pre-processed so that the processed data 

can meet the basic requirements of data analysis. Then, the data after 

pre-processing is discretized with the data discretization technology so 

that the data can meet the requirements of the Apriori algorithm of 

association rules. Finally, Apriori algorithm is used to mine the 

correlation between students' academic performance and campus one-

card consumption data. 
21ANSP_BD12 The big data analysis and mining of people's livelihood appeal based on 

time series modelling and algorithm 

 

In order to analyze the big data of people's livelihood appeal, this paper 

proposes a time series modelling and algorithm to decompose the time 

series {x(t)} of data into long-term change trend L(t), short-term change 

trend S(t) and occasional change e(t). Then use this method to break 

down the data of six types of people's livelihood appeal such as 

unlicensed vendor, industrial noise, sewer cover, academic 

qualification, out-of-store operation and public transportation, combine 

other data for correlation analysis, find out the cause of the appeal event 

and make predictions. The experimental results verify the effectiveness 

of time series analysis in big data analysis and mining of people's 

livelihood appeal, and it is an useful attempt in the analysis of e-

government big data. 
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21ANSP_BD13 Research on Smartphone Marketing Method Based on Social Big Data 

 

In order to realize the application of social big data in the field of 

smartphone marketing, this paper puts forward a novel smartphone 

marketing method based on social big data. This method is based on the 

social big data and makes full use of big data's technology to mine and 

analyze the data of consumer groups in the society. The research results 

show that this method can effectively help smartphone enterprises to 

understand the needs of consumer groups, so as to facilitate smartphone 

enterprises to make better decision-making plans. 

21ANSP_BD14 Research on Big Data's Prevention Technology of Financial Systemic 

Risk 

 

In order to reduce the seriousness and frequency of financial systemic 

risk in the new era, this paper puts forward a novel big data prevention 

technology of financial systemic risk. With the combination of big data 

technology, Internet technology and cloud computing technology, this 

technology can monitor the financial market in real time and guard 

against suspicious information. The research results show that this 

technology realizes the close combination of big data and the financial 

market, reduces the cross-infection of financial systemic risk, and 

improves the controllability of financial systemic risk. 

21ANSP_BD15 Research on the Accurate Identification method of College Students 

with Financial Difficulties Based on Big Data 

 

In order to realize the accurate identification of college students with 

financial difficulties, this paper puts forward a novel identification 

method of college students with financial difficulties based on big data. 

This method is based on big data technology and uses the factor 

evaluation method to mine the family data, students' personal data and 

the fluctuation data of students' family economy. The research results 

show that this method has higher recognition accuracy and can 

effectively reduce the work intensity of subsidized staff in colleges and 

universities. 
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21ANSP_BD16 Research on the Application of Big Data Technology in Electronic 

Commerce Supply Chain 

 

In order to realize the application of big data technology in e-commerce 

supply chain, this paper puts forward a novel application method of e-

commerce supply chain based on big data technology. This method is 

based on big data technology, combines the Internet of things 

technology and cloud computing technology, constructs the big data 

platform of the e-commerce supply chain, and can mine and analyze the 

data in the e-commerce supply chain. The research results show that this 

method can promote the application and development of big data 

technology in ecommerce supply chain and bring great convenience for 

businesses and customers. 

 
 

 

  


